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Abstract ^ .
This paper considers the role of management aecounting in organisations. Itgoes on to

discuss some ofthe issues that currency mpaet on mam^ementaccounting in the last three
years ofdse twentieth centuryand willcontinue todoso intothenextcentury.

Introduction

Definitions

As an historian of mwagement accounting it is isomething^ bf a
new e^rien^ to look forward rather than backward. Management
accounting has a rather long history becauseevidenceof practices that
are similar to modem management accounting c^ be traced to
periods earlier than the Industrial Revolution (Eighteenth century).
It seems that management acxouhting deydoped as a tool to assist
mana^ment when individual enterprises grew too large for
supervision by one person [see for Gtample ' Pollard, 1965;
Fleischman and Parker, 1962; Williams, 1997]. Management
accounting is still serving in that role today, and will no doubt
continue to serve man^ment throughout the next century.
However, if we are going to considermanagement,accountingin the
future then beforewe b^^n perhapswe should considd the function
of mana^ment accounting in the present.

It would be useful at,this point to establish an uhders^ding of
what is nieant by the use of the term' management accounting'. A
startingpoint couldbe the d^nition of mana^ment accounting put
forward by Homgr^ et al, a standard text on the subject, ^*Wch
describes the use of management accounting in the late twditieth
ttntury..They describe management a<xounting as being focussed oh
intemd customers and measuring and reporting "financial,and other
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information that assists managers in fulfilling goals of the
organisation" [1994, p4].

Similar definitions in other text-books [Hilton, 1994; Garrison
& Noreen, 1994; Dyckman, et al, 1994; Emmanuel, et al, 1990;
Scapens, 1991] also highlight the internalisation, as it were, of
accoimtihg, where accounting records become used in the internal
management of a business, rather than solely as a record of external
obligations. The definitions are very general in nature, but they all
emphasise the notion of the provision of information to assist in the
management processes of planning, controlling, organising and
decision making [Garrison & Noreen, 1994]. The texts also
emphasise that management accounting includescost accounting, as a
system of accumulating cost and other quantitative data, but is wider
in its application than the accumulation of costs inasmuch as it
provides information for the whole range of managerial activity
[Dyckman, et al, 1994]. Cost accounting, then, is encompassed by
management accounting, which goes beyond the recording and
calculation of cost to incorporate the uses to which cost and other
information is put.

Homgren, et al, suggest that management accounting is
concerned with three of the four purposes of an accounting
system.Thosethree purposes are:
1. Internal routine reporting to managers for (a) cost planning and

cost control of operations and (b) performance evaluation of
people and activities.

2. Internal routine reporting to managers on the profitability of
products, brand categories, customers, distribution channels and
so on. This information is used in making decisions on resource
allocation and in some cases decisions on pricing.

3. Internal nonroutine reporting to managers for strategic and
tactical decisions on matters such as formulating overall policies
and long-range plans, new product development, investing in
equipment, and specialorders or specialsituations.

[Homgren, et al, 1994, p4]

Again, the stress is on the intemal use of accounting data for
purposes.pfmanagement, for the recordingof intemal transactions as
opposed^mtransactionswith extemal entities.

Mah^ement accounting refiects the use of techniques from
different disciplines, for the solving of organisational problems, its
major focus being the efficient allocation of resources within an
organisation [Belluoui, 1980]. This notion of efficiency of resource
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allocation is central to the use of accounting informatioh because it
highlights the problem of dealing with resources that are always
scarce and in demand for a number of alternative applications. The
wider role of accounting information has come to prominence since
World War n, prior to that the emphasis was on cost and cost
control [Scapcns, 1991]. 'Belkaoui [1980] supported the above
definition by emphasising its decision support role as well as its use
inmotivadon arid theencouragement ofefficiency. Belkaoui described
management accounting as being"...accounting-based, and individual-
organisation-, and dedsion-centred" [1980, p2].

The accounting characteristic of management accounting is
related to the accumulation, classification, analysis and adaptation of
information. Itsorganisational dimension is concerned with tailoring
a system of internal reports to the organisational structure. The
behavioural aspect is concerned with taking into consideration the
cognitive make-up of the recipients of the information as well as
motivational factors. Finally the information provided by the system
must berelevant fordecision making-purposes [Belkaoui, 1980].

Management accounting information is produced to assist
managers in carrying out their roles of planning and controlling the
function for which they are responsible. Ofcourse, accounting is not
the only source of information available to managers, but it does
provide a means of quantifying, in common.terms, generally money,
and overall performance. Emmanuel, et alreferred to this integrative
function ofmanagement accounting, when they wrote:

...maragement accounting systems are of major importance
because they represent one of the few integrative m^anism
scapable of summarising the effect of organisations inquantitative
terms.

[1991, p4]

The integrative function of management accounting becomes
paramount as organisations grow in size and complexity. Often
accounting is the onlysource of suchinformation, the aggregation of
which makes clear the performance of the organisation as an entity:
an aggregation that is essential if the direction of the entity is to be
maintained and monitored.

Management accounting .assists in the planning function by
providing information relevant to product marketing. It aids short-
term planning by providing data on past performance and projeaed
future performance. As well, the budgetary process is designed to
ensure that the short-term plans from the various parts of the
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brganisatioii are in harmony and their assembla^ into die master
budget provides a Randal plan for theorganisation asa whole.

The control faction of management is helped by the r^ular
production of performance reports diat compare actual results with
expected results and calculates trends and other significant statisdcs.
ControiJs assisted by measurements that Identify trouble spots and
prompt action to be taken. Performance reports are also intended to
motivate desirable performance by providing an indication of the
effectiveness of goal achievement and a measure of operadonal
effidency.

The convendonal view of the role of management acoiundng is
that it is a provider of informadon to management. Theimplicadon js
diat this informadon.is objecdve and free fixim bias. There is another
view, however, that discounts this somewhat idealisdc view of
management accounting. In the abstract to her paper, Loft writes that
management accounting

...is commonly understood to be a set of techniques for
collecting and processing useful focts aboutoiganisadonal life.
The informadon obtained is viewed as an objective form of
knowledge untainted bysodalvalues andideology...

[1986, pl37]

She then goes on, in her paper, to suggest the convendonal view
might not be the real dtiiadon.

Man^emeht accounting can be used as a tool of control, in the
sense of dominadoh. This view is supported by doubts ^x>ut the
objecdvity of informadon based, so often, on judgements and
interpretadons [Miller & OXeary, 1987; Hopper 8c Macintosh,
1990; Hopwood, 1987; Neimark8cTinker, 1986; Hoskin 8cMacve,
1994]. As well, mw^ment accounting informadon tends to flow
up the organisadonal hierarchy, so those occupying a higher status
have greater knowledge thanthose bdow them in thehierarchy.

. Standards and budgets provideprescripdons for behaviourwith
the system providing informadon to evaluate and discipline thosenot
complying with the prescripdon. It is this dual role of management
accountings that must be borne in mind when considering the
operadompf accounting^hniques with in the contextand cultureof
a pardcubr organisadon.

Roberts and Scapens, as a result of dieir research report^ that
management accounting did fulfil its tradidonal role of providing
informadon to help manage but that it also e:diibited thisdual roleof
dominadon. They stated that accounting informadon.
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..appeared to beused both as a means inttgration and
d>K>Fdiratipn and alsoas.aninstrumentofdomination.

[1990, plOT]

This odiersideof aca>unmg mustbe considered when looking
at currentand future uses of accounting wh^ its technology can be
instigated as a disciplinary procedure [Walsh & Stewart, 1992] and
has been highlighted in studies by Hopper'and Armstrong [1991],
Millcr^d OXeary [1987], Hpskin andMacve [1986,1992a, 1992b,
1994], andWalsh andStev^ [1992] amongothers.

What of the Future^

- The ronditions under which business, and indeed government
operas, are in acontinual state of change. The world seems to be
shrinking and organisations must now consider international
conditions when making tiieir plans. Multinatipnd corporations
operate acrt^ many countries ^d apply their particular accounting
techniques-witii little apparent regard for the accounting practices of
the countries in which they operate. Managements are themselves
under ^ing chan^ with more emphasis than hitherto being put on
theeffects ofanorganisation's activities on the environment. Quality,
and its cost,isalsoa majorfiiaor in corporate thinking.

In its discussions of a new report in one of its news items
Management Accoimting (Vo^l 75 No 6, June 1997), the journal of
die Chartered Instituteof Management Accountans (UK) said (p 11)
the r^>Prt indicated tiiat:

(s)omecommon themes aboutthefuture eme^d
• kncwled^ will be otgani5ation*s primary resourra;
• anorganisational design that stimulates entrepFeneurial behaviour is^ital

for an otganisaticm's success;
• 'managing tedinology' eflSxtively,. espoaally with r^ard to data

management, access and use, will significantly effect a company's future,
and

• new types ofleamiitg by employees need tobe explored and amphasised.

These predictions su^^t that information .and knowled^
generation will be the key to the future of management accounting.
This could result in cPnflict wirii the IT role, which after all is to
manage information flows within an organisation, and indicates,need
for a more proactive position for management accountants. Research
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in the U.K. suggests that the traditional role of man^ement
accountants of being scorecard keepers is chang in gand they are
becoming more innovative as they seek tofind solutions toproblems.

One problem in discussing the future of management
accounting revolves around the feet that each organisation uses the
managem^t accounting i^tem that serves its needs. This being so
the following discussion isconcerned with general issues that may or
mayriotinvolve a specific organisation.

; Current andFuture Issues

In the closing stages of the twentieth century, as it has done for
atleast two hundred ye^, management accounting is called upon to
assist management in its function of managing an organisation to
achieve its goals. Management accounting assists by providing
information and opinion in the formation of both strategic and
operational plans and by providing information to assist in the
control of theperformance needed to achieve those goals. Therole of
management accountants was discussed bytheASCPAs' Management
Accounting Centre ofExcellence, which dedded thatthey were to be
seenas informed analysts who participated in and contributed to:
• strat^ formadon to ensure sustained compeddve advantage, achieved

by providingcustomerand shareholder value
• resourcing decisions to ensure the availability of environmental

resources, fiiuuice, technolt^, people, knowledge, processes and
products to achieve thedetermined strategies

• the management of change in a world of uncertainty, complexity and
speed.

[1994, p.23]

To reinforce this view, the Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants in the UK. surveyed its members and identified
"changing patterns of demand; increase in customer bargaining
power; pressures on costs "[May, 1997, p28], as being the major
drivers of significant organisational change. May's article refers to
organisations becoming flatter in their hierarchy with the employees
becoming more empowered. May su^^ts that organisations are
tending to be more customer-focussed and flexible in their approach
to an OTer'cJianging environment.

We'iwll now consider some of the particukr issues that will
possibly shape and determine mana^ment accounting into the next
century.
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Strategy

Management accounting used to be confined to internal matters
only butit isnow becoming more proactive. It islooking both to the
fiihire and outside the organisadon. Agood example of this is die
increasing attOTtion being paid to value chain Malysis as a means of
assessing competitive advantage. Management accounting has
developed a number of procedures and techniques to enable the

. assessment ofah organisation's value chain and itscomparison to the
value chains of its" competitors. Management Accountants have also
become proficient in the devdopment of finandal models to test
proposed actions. ,'

Strategy and the Environment

In order to survive in the long term organisations must look
ahead and try to antidpate the future. Not an easy thing to do but
one that can be assisted by information produced by management
accountants. Management accounting can hdp by monitoring the
market in which the organisation operates, by analysing the
competitors and by monitoring the organisation's progress in
achieving the goals set by the strategic plan. Increasing pressure is
being applied to organisations to ecpand thdr narrow view of the
world to include the monitoring of their impact on the natural Md
sodal world around them.

For many years business organisations have assumed that the
sodal and natural infirastructure that they used came without cost, an
attitude tharstill holds in m^y,countries. An example of this is the
Australian company BHP's behaviour in Papua NewGuin^ When it
allowed waste product from a mine at Ok Tedi to flow into a river
and destroy the livelihood of those living downstream of the mine.
Legal action redressed the damage but at a huge cost, a cost'that
could have been avoided.

An artide by Smith and Lambell [1997] argues that strategic
management accounting should encompass environmdital issues,
th^ go oh to say that" (s)trategic mana^ment accounting in
corporating environmental management accounting is dearly
concerned with long-term sustainability" [p34]. In other words, for
an organisation to survive in the long term it must be able to monitor
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itsaffectonthenaturalenvironment.Theorganisationsimplywill
notsurviveifitignoresenvironmentalcosts.

Managementaccountingcanassistbydevelopingmeasuresand
reportingontheimpactofdecisionsthatrelatetotheenvironment.
Acdonssuchas:

•Gettingwaste.Isitmorecosteff^veforanorganisationto
dumpitswasteortorecycleit?Dumpingmayincurhighsodal
chargesasaresultofpeopleobjectingtopollutioncomingfrom
faaoriesaswellasfinesforillegaldumpingandchargesfor
Intimatedumping.Someofthecostsofwastecannotbe
quanpfi«linfinancialtermsbutifnotaddressedwillseverely
affectthelong-termsustainabilityoftheorganisation

•Energyuseappraisalandmonitoring
•Compliancewithregulations.Governmentregulationsoften

imposeheavycompliancedutiesuponorganisations,requiring
thedevelopmentofpoliciesandmeasurestodischargethae
duties.Compliancehastobemonitoredbytheorganisationto
avoidpenalties.

•LifecycleAssessment.Thisinvolvestheevaluationofthe
environmentalloadsassociatedwithaproduct,processoractivity
forthewholelifecycleoftheproduct,processoractivity.This
includesextractionand>processingofrawmaterials,
manufacturing,transportationanddistribution,useand
maintenanceoftheproduct,recyclingandfinaldisposal.Energy,.
materialusageandenvironmentalreleasesshouldbequantified
andthedatausedtoassesstheimpaaontheenvironmentand
identifyopportunitiesforenvironmentalimprovemenB"[Smith
andLambell,1997,p35].

•Prices,pridngpolicyshouldrefleathe"environmentalimpaaof
theprddua.Forexample,apremiumcoliidbechargefornon-
recyclablematerialswhenrecyclablealternativesareavailable.

•Budgetsandstandardcosts.Thesetechniquescanbeappliedto
environmentaltargetsaswellastoproduction.

•Qualityimprovementreports.Thesemayincludenon-financial
indicators.

SmithandI.ambellconcludetheirarticlewiththecommit:
Infimireyearsaccountantsmay.havetoadoptmore

radicalapproachestoassisttheminaccountingforthe
environment.Ultimatelyorganisationswillhaveanobligation
tt)accountforsustainabilitybymeasuringtheextenttowhich
theyaredenyingfuturegenerationstheuseofnaturalresources.
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Quality

Benchmarking
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This is a dear ethical responsibility placed on management
everywhere.

[1997,p35]

Hie cost of poorquality is lost sales and rework, and hence lost
profits. If a firm wants to maintain acompetitive edge then it must
pay stria attention to thequality ofitsprodua or service. Consumers
are becoming inaeasingly intolerant ofpoor quality products. Total
Quality Management or TQM along with continuous improvement
are vital issues in both the private and public seaors. The institution
of a programme of TQM within an organisation requires the
continuous measurement of every organisational process. Failure to
determine and measure key variables will mean that the quality
improvement programme will fail because measurement is one of the
cornerstones of TQM. Without measurement it is impossible to
know whether problems have been solv^. Management accounting
needs to develop reporting and measurement practices to ensure that
TQM is asuccess and contributes tothe competitive advantage ofthe
organisation

TQM is different to traditional quality controls because they
focus on the end produa and require remedial action to be taken to
ensure a good produa leaves the organisation. On the other hand,
TQM tries to ensure that no defective products (orservices) are
produced in the first place and reworking costs are avoided.
Accounting can develop measures that will indicate to management
the progress of quality management as well as the cost of failure to
improve theprodua. Management should at all costavoid minimalist
attitudes; a bad produa no matter how well made is still a bad
produa.

As part ofthe process ofcontinually improving an organisation's
systems the practice ofthe leaders in aparticular field can bi used as a
benchmark or a point of reference w^en setting organisational
targets. As mentioned above this process demands measurement and
monitoring. These are two functions that are well suited to the
management accountant.
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Costs

One of the majorconstituents of management accounting is the
calculation of the cost of the produa or service being offered to
consumers.

• Costing will still be an important part of the management
accountant's role because costs are still needed for pricing and
control purposes. Cost collection is assisted greatly by the
introduction of new technology. The calculation of costs in real
time is becoming a reality through the use of sophisticated
computer systems.

• Costing systems that mirror actual produstion process will
become more common. The introduction of Just-in-Time means
that the old system of process costing has lost relevance because
there is no need to measure inventories. This being the case then
backflush costing_can be usedsimplify the accounting process.

• Activity based costing (ABC) will probably become' more
popular as organisations realise the benefits that can accrue from
the in-depth examination of their organisation that is required to
install an ABC system. ABC has application to both the
producers of goods and the producers of services.

• Standard costing has been criticised on the basis that it is
prescriptive and can stifle innovation and initiative as well as
leading to dysfunctional behaviour as manager's seek to
circumvent the standard. However, this does not have to be so.
Standardcostscan be used to providecontroleven though it may
be necessary to change the attitudes of those who use them as
well as re-examine the criteria on which they are based
[Lucas,1997].

• Life-cycle costing is becoming increasingly important, as the
market demands more frequent produtc change given the
magnitude of upstream and downstream costs. The precursor to
this, Life-cycle budgeting, is of great importance in developing
produtc and their prices given the sensidvity of the market to
prices.

• Target costing involves the management accountant in the
productsare developed to meet a desiredpriceand return.
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Control

Conclusion
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One of the major functions of management is that of control.
Accounting assists and will continue to assist in the process of
control. It may well be that some of the tools used to measure goal
achievement will change but there will still be a need to compare
actual performance to desired performance. This control process has
already been alluded to; the future will see it being broadened in
application as more non-financial performance measures are included
in management reports. The public seaor seems to be setting the
pace in the development of performance measures for the many
diverse activities performed by this sector. The key to the success to
any organisation is the monitoring of what it sees as its critical
performance indicators and the taking of corrective actions when
necessary.

New technology means that control can be exercised in real
time. Variance analysis can at last provide a useful measure' by
signalling unexpected occurrences when they happen rather than
some weeks after.

In a survey by the Canadian Institute of Management
Accountants [Hrisak, 1996] members "rated budget Vs actual net"
income as the most effective [financial performance measure],
followed second by return oninvestments, third by productivity, and
fourth by budget versus actual sales" [p48].Thesurvey then went on
to point out that some of the most popular nonfinandal
measures, .include cycle time, on-time delivery, customer satisfaction
and retention, defect analysis, yields, throughput (sales minus
matarial costs), and safety" [p 49].

Accounting information has always been an important aid to
management control. This assistance will become more important as
management accountants use technology to provide more timely
information in many diverse forms.

The foregoing is not an exhaustive assessment of the direction
that management accounting will take the next century. However,
present indications are that management accounting will continue to
develop in its role of assisting management in its function of
planning, organising and controlling. Management accounting will
also change as manufacturing technologies change and it will
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continue to measure cost Management accountants will become
more proactive as they look outside the organisation and assist in
strawy development and the maintenance of a competitive edge,
management accounting will become more customer oriented by
developing a flexibility in its ability to provide timely and relevant
information to assist managerial decision making. Management
accounting will also return to its roots, in a sense, as it becomes more
involved product design.

While it is impossible to predia the future with 100% accuracy
it is possible to make reasonably accurate predictions, management
accountants areinvolved in predictions and provided theycontinue to
look ahead to determine and define opportunities and threats to
organisational sustainability then there is no reason to doubt a future
for thisimportant aid to good management.
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